TIE Case File 103
Spatial-temporal coordinates: Deep Space Science Station 914-PPL, 3027
Submitted by: Captain Quincy Adamska
Captain's Log:
After a blurry but too short stay on a remote beach in Fiji, we received a summon from one non-liquid John Walker.
I was inclined to ignore the bogus sounding request and stick to the Johnny I knew, but Leah sounded very excited
about the whole thing so off we went to Avalon to meet with this character during his "office hours".
He turned out to be none other than the namesake of the unit of measurement used in time travel, so of course
Leah & Alex would be interested - I was a bit put off by his dismissive ways, but under pressure he got to the point:
Kidnap his newborn baby was his request, and replace her with weak little babe bound to die of natural
complications in around two weeks because of genetic misfortunes so he could finish his graduate research &
come up with the groundwork on which time travel tech would be laid out.
Given my line of work it was an offer I couldn't refuse, and after 10 minutes of listening to him simultaneously talk
up and put down Alex & Leah based on their intellectual talents, I was ready to do his kin the service of placing her
in a happier home.
<this is where I proceed to get too drunk to finish the report>
Weeeee..... found ourselves on this bustling port base area on a planet (hic) near the science space station the
baby transfer was supposed to occur at (no other ey to go about it! The babies had to be swapped up in the
station....) THE BEST and only way to do the operation was to moonlight as a catering & party service... in this case
to celebrate the couple's new addition to the family.
AND WHAT A PARTY IT WAS.
Video footage from the event:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZS_6-IwMPjM
Obviously, that was the perfect distraction (along with the dancing I suppose), and the operation was flawless.
I love it when an excellent plan comes together.

[head thonk on space desk]

